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**Editorial Note**

Clinical pharmacy is that the branch of pharmacy inside that clinical pharmacists offers direct patient care that optimizes the utilization of medication and promotes health, wellness, and illness hindrance. Clinical pharmacists take care of patients altogether health care settings but the clinical pharmacy movement abs initio began inside hospitals and clinics. Clinical pharmacists generally add collaboration with physicians, Assistants, nurse practitioners, and totally different health care professionals. Clinical pharmacists can enter into a correct cooperative observe agreement with another health care provider, generally one or heaps of physicians, that allows pharmacists to go to medications and order laboratory tests. inside the system of health care, clinical pharmacists are specialists inside the therapeutic use of medicines. They routinely provide medication treatment evaluations and suggestions to patients and totally different health care professionals. Clinical pharmacists are a primary provider of scientifically valid data and recommendation with reference to the safe, applicable, and efficient use of medicines.

Clinical pharmacists are making themselves heaps of promptly on the market to the overall public. Inside the past, access to a clinical caregiver was restricted to hospitals, clinics, or educational institutions. However, clinical pharmacists are making themselves on the market through a medication data hotline, and reviewing medication lists, dead a shot to forestall medication errors inside the sure future. Inside the united kingdom, clinical pharmacists are routinely involved inside the direct care of patients within hospitals, and increasingly, in doctors surgeries. They together develop post registration experienced education, experienced curricula for force development, provide expertise on the utilization of medicines to national organizations like NICE, the Department of Health, and additionally the MHRA, and develop medicines tips to be employed in therapeutic areas. Clinical pharmacists are specialty trained practitioners United Nations agency provide direct patient care and comprehensive medication management.

The work standards, expected competencies, and contributions of clinical pharmacists. The International Journal of Clinical Pharmacy (IJCP) offers a platform for articles on analysis in Clinical Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Care and connected practice-oriented subjects inside the pharmaceutical sciences. IJCP may be a bi-monthly, international, peer-reviewed journal that publishes original analysis info, new concepts and discussions on pharmacotherapy and outcome analysis, clinical pharmacy, pharmacoepidemiology, pharmacoconomics, the clinical use of medicines, medical devices and laboratory tests, data on medicines and medical devices data, pharmacy services analysis, medication management, totally different clinical aspects of pharmacy.

Clinical pharmacy is one (in allone amongst)one in every of the services provided by pharmacists in a shot to promote rational drug treatment that is safe, applicable, and efficient. Clinical pharmacy is well developed in Western countries, but in Nepal it's throughout a primitive state. There are many reasons behind the slow growth of clinical pharmacy in Nepal: industry-oriented college man pharmacy education, the dearth of established hospital pharmacies, and additionally the vague role and responsibilities of pharmacists by hospital administration and government. However, throughout a number of hospitals, pharmacists perform clinical pharmacy activities like medication direction, drug info, pharmacovigilance, and educating on the rational use of medicines.
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